Late Somatic Gene 2 disrupts parental spheroids cooperatively with Volvox hatching enzyme A in Volvox.
We identified LSG2 as a novel lytic enzyme that accumulates in the parental extracellular matrix and disrupts parental spheroids cooperatively with VheA secreted by juveniles in Volvox. Spatiotemporally restricted degradation of extracellular matrix (ECM) is essential for development and survival in multicellular organisms. In an asexual life cycle of green algae Volvox, juveniles are released from parental spheroids through holes made by restricted degradation of parental ECM at the proper timing. Lytic enzyme(s) should specifically degrade parental ECM upon Volvox hatching, but little is known about the mechanisms of spatiotemporally restricted parental degradation. Here, we identified a glycoprotein encoded by the Late Somatic Gene 2 (LSG2) as a novel lytic enzyme that accumulates in parental ECM during the prehatching stages. The dual action of LSG2 and Volvox hatching enzyme A (VheA), a serine protease secreted by juveniles, causes the degradation of ECM sheets at all stages and destroys even daughter spheroids, while VheA alone disrupts spheroids only in the prehatching stage when LSG2 is accumulated, suggesting that the combination of LSG2 and VheA is sufficient to cause the degradation of ECM sheet. In the prehatching stage, parental spheroids became susceptible to the proteolysis by a mixture of bacterial proteases applied externally, which could be facilitated by LSG2. These results suggest that LSG2 disrupts parental ECM cooperatively with VheA by modifying the parental ECM to make it fragile, and that the appropriate activity of these enzymes is crucial for the parent-specific ECM degradation at the proper timing.